Comparison of outcomes in patients with probable versus definite cardiac sarcoidosis.
Patients with probable cardiac sarcoidosis (CS) who satisfy only clinical cardiac findings for CS are not uncommon. The aim of this study was to compare outcomes between patients with probable CS and those with definite CS treated with steroids. The study population consisted of 101 consecutive patients who satisfied clinical cardiac findings for CS. Patients with definite CS were defined as having histologic or clinical confirmation of CS according to the guidelines and were treated with steroids. Patients with probable CS were defined as having only clinical cardiac findings but not definite CS because of no histologic confirmation or extracardiac sarcoidosis and were not treated with steroids. The end point was major adverse cardiac events. Forty-seven patients had definite CS, and the other 54 had probable CS. Except for serum angiotensin-converting enzyme levels and left ventricular dysfunction, clinical characteristics were similar between the 2 groups. Over a median follow-up period of 15 months, major adverse cardiac events occurred more frequently in patients with probable CS than in those with definite CS (74% vs 53%, p=0.029). The event-free survival rate was worse in patients with probable CS than in those with definite CS (log-rank test, p=0.006). Cox proportional-hazards analysis showed that probable CS was an independent predictor of major adverse cardiac events. In conclusion, outcomes were worse in patients with probable CS than in those with definite CS treated with steroids. The initiation of steroid treatment may be considered for patients who satisfy only clinical cardiac findings for CS.